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Creative Commons License

The rules and gameplay mechanics of Excavation! are hereby licensed as CC0 (public domain).

Paradata

The skeleton forms the rules of the body, and the body cannot do what the skeleton does not permit. In creating 
games, one begins with the skeleton—the rules—each one a bone with a singular purpose, creating a framework 
from which gameplay emerges. People of the distant past knew that the flesh concealed bones, and over time 
learned how that process came to be. The bones form alongside (and inside) the flesh, rules and purpose emerg-
ing together, entangled.

When I began thinking about creating an excavation board game, I started with the flesh, with the apparatus and 
purpose of digging. What are an excavation’s goals? What parts are needed for an excavation? What people? What 
tools? How does the excavation resist our intrusion, and how do our discoveries reward the work? As I fiddled 
with the idea of literal squares arranged atop each other in a tray, I began to discern the bones underneath. And 
then I realized that each archaeological excavation is its own skeleton as we strip away the flesh. In reconstruct-
ing what we find, archaeologists return to these site-skeletons their voices and their stories. 

I wrote the game, and the resulting rules have become a methodology. We take turns digging. Sometimes we find 
something. Sometimes there are hazards. Sometimes there is nothing. Our excavations are not completed alone; 
resources help us manage to process and the project. At the end of the day (or season), our goal is to tell one or 
more narratives about the site. What happened here, why, when, and to whom? We destroy and record in order to 
preserve. Archaeologists are scarab beetles, eating away anything temporary until we get to what is permanent: 
stone and bone, metal and brick. We use these materials to build our interpretations. We re-articulate the skel-
eton, the bones of our past made present.

What I’ve submitted to the 2017 Heritage Jam is a prototype, a schematic for some thoughtful full. The winner 
gets to tell the story of what the excavation discovered. It is a story told from the interpretation of the evidence, 
a forensic approach.

A PDF file of the game’s rules will remain accessible by being hosted on my blog, archaeogaming.com. Because 
the game’s rules are CCO, I would encourage everyone to explore the prototype and improve upon it. If there is 
an artist who would like to partner with me to bring this game to market, please email me at adr520@york.ac.uk.


